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RATHER LOOK

YOUNG?

OLD-O-

How would you llko to bo able to look into
tho futuro knowing that you had a means for
"staying the hand of time"? Wouldn't it give you
great satisfaction to know that you could prevent
the flight of the years from leaving upon your
face tho tell-talmarks of their passing? When
you reach forty, or fifty, or sixty, wouldn't you
l(ke to look back upon the world with the face of
a girl of twenty? It is said that a woman "is
us old as she looks," but did you ever stop to
think what it is that makes her look old? It
isn't the years for you can't see and count them.
e

Is it anything other than wrinkles? Wrinkles
and the loose skin and sagging muscles that have
destroyed the contour of the face of youth? Think
over all tho people you know who are beginning
to "look old." Would they look that way if it
weren't for the wrinkles? Then imagine the
wrinkles gone, wouldn't they look young again?
Isn't it always the wrinkles? If no one had wrin- kles, and every one looked young, wouldn't the
world and everybody in it be better off? Then
why not begin to do your part?
One day, while working in his laboratory, a
chemist inadvertently mixed certain chemicals
which being useless for the woik in progress,
were thrown away; and in doing so a portion was
spilled on his hands, and some spattered on his
face. As it was
and harmless he
paid no attention to it, but in a short time noticed
an unexpected and very remarkable action on the
skin. It was smoothed and softened, and the wrin- kles obliterated, leaving it with that soft and sat- iny sheen so characteristic of the perfect skin.
Professional curiosity prompted him to investigate
this unanticipated action of the chemical used,
which finally lead to working out a formula for
the combination of certain chemicals which post- tively and permanently removes wrinkles, and
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doos this without the slightest injury to tho skin.
Giving portions of it to various of his friends

and acquaintances, it was experimented with by
different persons for somewhat more than a year,
and in all of that time there was not a single instance in which it failed to produce the desired
result. As those who had used it spoke of its wonderful action to their friends, tho demand for it
became so great that arrangements were made for
its manufacture, and a lotion prepared from this
formula is now offered under the name of
Thaisine Wonder. It is a
liqufd containing a chemical compound which acts as a
powerful but wholly harmless astringent. After
it is applied, the liquid dries, holding the skin
smooth while the astringent "and other chemicals
operate to maintain and make permanent the lasting effect of smoothness and softness. It Is
and
will not harm the
most delicate skin, and it positively will not promote the growth of hair. It is unequaled for closing enlarged pores, and for tightening the loose
and flabby skin, leaving it smooth, white and
beautiful.
The ease and convenience with which
Thaisine Wonder can be used, (it does not take
more than two minutes to apply) and the certainty and permanency of its results put it in a class
far apart from the "muds," poultices and. various
nostrums with which the market is flooded, and
all of which do little 6r no good except for the
time during which they are used, no real or lasting
benefit being derived from them, and which are
troublesome and inconvenient to apply. To use
Thaisine Wonder a small portion is poured
in the palm of the hand, and with, the tips of the
fingers it is spread thoroughly over the wrinkles,
or it is poured in the palm of the hands, and applied to the entire face, and the neck if needed.
Except for the coated, somewhat glossy appearance which it gives after use, it is practically in- flesh-colore- d
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visible, so it can be used at any and all times. It
is this feature which' makes it so very desirable
tor women who wish to be much out of doors, as

it can be used readily at such times, preventing
tho wrinkles caused by frowning when in the
bright
light,, $or motoring trips, a
light application Is a wonderful protection from
the effects of wind and weather. It is especially
good for moving picture actresses who are doing
work, as it prevents the wrinkles
caused by sun and wind, and so thoroughly pro- tects the face. By using cold or tepid water It can
9'
be removed in a moment.
Leading specialists in facial and skhi treatment now say most positively that you must
not massage tho face to remove wrinkles.
It only breaks down tho
of.
tho skin, stretching it and leaving it loose and
flabby. Massage is one of tho most productive
causes of sagging muscles by which the rounded
contour of face and chin is lost. The best treat-menow advised is the use of astringents, and the
light application, occasionally, of a good cold
cream or skin food, worked into the skin by gentle
patting.
Thaisine Wonder is the only remedy which meets the requirements of this newer
and better method of treatment of the face, and.
at the same time accomplishes the end desired.
Thaisine Wonder will correct tho most exaggerated case of enlarged pores, and consistently
used will remove tho unsightly blemish known
as
or "eye pouches." Its beneficial effect on wrinkles can be seen from a single application.
You should be able to procure Thaisine
Wonder from your druggist, or it will be sent
charges prepaid, upon receipt of price, ?3 00 the
bottle (8 ounces).
THAISINE CHEMICAL CO.
P. O. Box 442
Portland, Oregon
'
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Our buyer is just back from New
York and her purchases include
every late style of Suits, Dresses,
Coats, and Furs,
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